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Big Sir Dale Decker
and his ‘98 Corvette

Subject: A Bright NewYear for SIR

AMessage fromOurNewPresident

Fellow Sirs,

I am honored to serve as your new President as we step into 2024. It's
with honest enthusiasm that I assume this role andwith it the
opportunity to evolve and strengthen our organization.

My hope is tomake “SIRHappenings’ but one of three documents
made available to ourmembers to help you improve your branches.
The first is a regular email fromme “From the President’s Desk” (the
first onewent out on January 1st), the secondmight be called “SIR
Successes”which would highlight SIR recent updates and successes and
the third is this one called “SIR Happenings”which is an introduction from
the president followed by a compilation of the best articles which have
appeared in your branch newsletter.

As I wrote in my letter to SIR branch leaders: Ourmission at SIR is clear: to enhance the lives of
our members through fun activities, special events and lunches while forging friendships that last
a lifetime.Our vision is compelling: to be the best active senior's organization in Northern and
Central California by promoting physical, mental, and social engagement which research shows
will improve our quality of life and longevity.

Our number one challenge is to embrace the purpose and increase the vitality of our
organization. It is clear we need to recruit younger members as our older members are becoming
less active. Newmembers will play a pivotal role in leading us into an exciting new time. They
bring fresh ideas and perspectives, ensuring a dynamic blend of the past with the future. In 2024,
our primary goal is to reach out to our local communities and add newmembers and new life to
every one of our branches.

Thanks for your time and enjoy getting caught upwith what’s happening in other branches.

Dale
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Publication Deadline for Future Issues

SIR Happenings will be published Quarterly

Deadline for future issues will be:
• January 15 for the February Issue
• April 15 for theMay Issue
• July 15 for the August Issue
• October 15 for the November Issue

Please send your
newsletters and questions

to: Jerry Sabo,
Executive Editor

Email: jlsabo3@comcast.net

Sammy Lum,
Assistant Editor

Email: lumsam@sbcglobal.net

2023 STATE OFFICERS
STATE PRESIDENT Dale Decker
VICE-PRESIDENT Lee Lamp

2nd VP & SECRETARY Rich Carlston
STATE TREASURER Carl Mason

Note from theHappenings Editor

The SIRHappenings is a compilation of the
information I get from every SIR Branch that sends a
copy of their Branch Newsletter. This issue reflects
the content of newsletters fromNovember,
December and January. I especially try to include
newmembers, awards, photos, and SIR recruiting
ideas. If youwould like to submit
comments or suggestions please email
me at jlsabo3@comcast.net.

I recommend that many of the
newsletter editors take the time to go
over one of the videos that I uploaded
into YouTube involving embedding
photos into a document.

Many of youmight ask:
Why is the Happenings ( a 60+ page document) less
than 10GB in size while many newsletters that I
receive from branches are as large as 25 GB (for an 8
page document)?
See https://youtu.be/YHd2O_kZUPs

Other YouTube tutorials can be found on our Branch
59website at
https://sirinc2.org/branch59/cyber-geezer-tutorial-videos/
Thank you all for your input. I welcome your
suggestions and your feedback.What would you like
in the Happenings that has been left out?
Jerry Sabo

Last year the State SIR Branch Support team developed nearly 50 recipe cards of marketing ideas.
These excellent marketing idea cards are available on SIRinc.org under theMarketing tab and have
been distributed through the Area Representatives for distribution to their respective branches.
The messages on these cards are meant to help branch BECs improve branch community visibility,
increase fun at luncheons, and entice the an out reach to new folks by offering more activities to
engage in.

The area of focus in this issue is ”Reaching the Community” Sample recipe flyers are displayed on Pages 3
thru 11. Enjoy!

Jerry Sabo

Happenings Editor
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San Mateo

Flabbergasting Financial Foolishness?

Homeless Cost Craziness
Consider these numbers:
$672,000,000*– 2022 spending of San
Francisco’s City Department of Homelessness
and Supportive Housing
7,780 – Total number of homeless people living
in San Francisco in 2022 (about half lived in
shelters and the other half lived “on the street”)

$86,375 – Yearly spending per homeless person
$87,360 – Income required to rent a one-
bedroom apartment in the Tenderloin (per San
Francisco Examiner, September 29, 2022)
A common assumption about assisting the
homeless: aid must be goods (stuff, food) and
services (help), but not money, because the
homeless can’t be trusted with cash; they’ll just
spend it on alcohol and drugs.
Consider the results of a recent experiment
conducted in Canada (here’s where it gets more
interesting):

First, Psychology Professor Jiaying Zhao and his
team at theUniversity of British Columbia
surveyed “non-homeless”folks, asking them (1)
how theywould spend a gift of $7,500, and (2)
how they think homeless people would spend
the same amount of cash. Those surveyed (as a
group) predicted that the homeless would spend
four timesmore on “temptation goods”than
would the non-homeless.
Next, Zhao, et al., “put their [grant] moneywhere
their [allegorical] ‘mouth’was.”They gave 50
homeless people in Vancouver a one-time gift of
$7,500 and then followed them for a year.

Zhao summarized their findings: “They did not
spendmoremoney on alcohol or drugs, contrary
towhat people believe, and instead they spent
themoney on rent, food, housing, transit,
furniture, a used car, and clothes. It's entirely
the opposite of what people think they’re going
to dowith themoney.”He explained that, “When
we talk to these [homeless] people, they know
exactly what they need to do to get back into
housing, but they just don't have themoney.”
Amen.

Is Being PositiveOverstated?

No.1 Personality Trait
Linked to a Long Life
When reporters ask centenarians (folks age
100+) their secret to long life, their most
common answer is “being positive.”In fact,
validated research has shown that a different
personality trait tracks best with long life. The
top researcher in this area is Professor David
Watson, University of NotreDame personality
psychologist, founding president of the
Association for Research in Personality, and
recipient of the Award for Distinguished
Research in Personality from the Society for
Personality and Social Psychology.

Psychologists use the “Five FactorModel”to
describe personality. It breaks down personality
into five areas: (1) Extraversion (outgoing/
energetic vs. solitary/reserved), (2)
Agreeableness (friendly/compassionate vs.

critical/rational), (3) Conscientiousness
(efficient/organized vs. extravagant/careless), (4)
Neuroticism (sensitive/ nervous vs. resilient/
confident), and (5) Openness to experience
(inventive/curious vs. consistent/cautious).
Watson’s discovery: “Conscientiousness, or how
organized and disciplined folks are, is themost
closely related to longevity,” he says. This is likely
because people with high degrees of
conscientiousness are better at taking care of
themselves. “Conscientious people, for example,
tend to drink alcohol inmoderation and eatmore
balancedmeals,”he says. Moreover,
“Conscientious people don’t do stupid things, so
they have lower rates of accidents and better
health behaviors,”sayWatson.
Good news— as folks age, they can increase
their conscientiousness. They can take
conscientiousness workshops to help them
increase their ability to self- regulate. “The basic
idea is, if you want to increase your
conscientiousness, act more conscientious, and
the attitude follows the behavior,” he says. “Try
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to be on time for things. Follow through on things.” “This doesn’t mean a positive attitude does nothing,”
he adds. “Agreeableness can play a part in longevity, too, especially when it comes toweathering
stressful situations.” “Psychologically healthy people have a quicker recovery time,”saysWatson. “They
are able to tell themselves ‘This is not that big of a deal.’They find ways to bring themselves back into
that equilibrium.” So, folks living a healthy lifestyle are able to bounce back from hardship and can
enjoy a longer, more satisfying life.
[see:

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/09/17/this-is-the-nopoint1-personality-trait-linked-to-living-longer.
html?utm_source=join1440&utm_medium=email&utm_placement=newsletter

and

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2023/feb/18/100-centenarians-100-tips-for-a-life-well-lived

Just 3 Times Per Day

Brief Bursts of Busyness Linked to Longer Life
Many folks do not exercise regularly or not at all (except when toddling between their recliner and
their refrigerator!). Many folks, over the years, often have found themselves exercising less and less as
they’ve grown older.
Some auspicious findings from a new study show that even short bursts of activity derived from simple,
household tasks are tied to lower risks of heart attack, stroke, and death. 25,000 adults aged 42-78wore
fitness trackers every day for two years. None of them engaged in leisure-time exercise or played any
sports— all their exertion came from things like housework, gardening, and other chores.
A review of study participants’medical records over the next decade revealed that regular periods of
moderate to vigorous activity lasting around 10minutes or less “...were associatedwith a steep decrease
inmajor cardiac events — heart attack, stroke— and death by any cause,” according to senior author
Emmanuel Stamatakis. “The take-homemessage here is any type of activity is good for your health,
but themore effort you put into those daily tasks and the longer you keep up that energy, themore
benefits you are likely to reap. If you are huffing and puffing and unable to hold a conversation for
some of that time you have hit the sweet spot.”And the greater level of physical exertion in each burst
of activity the better: “Those who huffed and puffed for at least 15% of the time (roughly 10 seconds
per minute) saw the greatest benefit,” said Stamatakis. The researchers published their findings the
medical journal Lancet Public Health (see: https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/article/
PIIS2468-2667(23)00183-4/fulltext
Those findings build off of a previous study by the same researchers who determined even one-minute
bursts of vigorous/intense exercise performed three times a day reduced the risk of overall mortality by
around 40% and of cardiac mortality by around 50%. The goal of the continued research was to examine
how duration and intensity affected those positive outcomes. This data is published in the medical
journalNatureMedicine
(see: https:// www.nature.com/articles/s41591-022-02100-x)
So, the next time folks are crouching to put the pots and pans away or lugging a heavy load of laundry
they can feel good knowing they not only “taking care of the business,”but also taking care of their
body and their health.
Examples of everyday activities that, with a little extraOOMPH, can get folks huffing and puffing in no time
(folks can add their own):

• Wheeling the trash cans to the curb
• Gardening
• Carrying loads of laundry up the stairs

• Walking briskly down the driveway to get themail
• Vacuuming with gusto
• Scrubbing the bathroom floor
• Picking up or playingwith grandkids
• Washing/cleaning-out the car
• Washing windows
• Dusting the tops of hard-to-reach places
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Checkout theData for theWhole United States
Themap above provides a sobering picture of the effects of global heating on theU.S. as a
whole. While coastal areas are in in danger of flooding, the entire southern half of the
country faces alarmingly extreme and unhealthy temperatures.

To see how you’ll fare, type in your address:
https://climatevulnerabilityindex.org/

Folks Can Checkout Their Neighborhood
The U.S. “Climate Vulnerability Index”
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Even a Simple Thank You...

Science Shows Lasting Benefits of Gratitude
Most folks know intuitively that thankfulness is a positivemindset. Now, research has
uncoveredmore of its benefits. One study found that practicing gratitude 15minutes a
day, five days a week, for at least six weeks improvesmental wellness and prompts a
lasting positive change in perspective. Other research has identified strong links between
practicing gratitude and reduced depression and anxiety, better sleep, enhanced sexual
performance, and improved heart health. Cultivating feelings of gratitude can also help
folks slow down, bemore patient, andmake better decisions. Plus, it can boost impulse
control, and for some folks this helps them prevent overeating.
Interestingly, practicing gratitude induces positive changes in the brain. Berkeley’s Greater
Good Science Center used functionalMagnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to compare the
brains of folks who spent timewriting
gratitude letters with the brains of
those who did not. The brains of letter
writers showed greater activation in
themedial prefrontal cortex, which
plays essential roles in the cognitive
process, regulation of emotion,
motivation, and sociability. “As striking
as this effect was, it was still present
threemonths after the letter writing
began,”said JoelWang, who led the
research study, “This indicates that
simply expressing gratitudemay have
lasting positive effects on the brain.”
“Much of our time and energy is spent
pursuing things we currently don’t have.
Gratitude reverses our priorities to help
us appreciate the people and things we
do have,”said Joshua Brown, another
researcher whoworked on the study.

Help Getting Started

Making Gratitude a Habit
Sometimes showing gratitude can feel like an
obligation. This sensemay stem from our parents
telling us to say “thank you”for a birthday gift, thus
delaying our chance to playwith a new toy. So, how
do folks say “thank you”with a genuine feeling of
gratitude. “It shouldn't just be somethingwe do on
special occasions.We need to turn it into a daily
habit,”says Psychologist Christina Costa, who
studies the positive effects of gratitude on the brain.
“Themorewe do it, the easier and faster it becomes
to be grateful.We're wired toward it.”

ManyWays to Increase Sense of Gratitude
Keep a JournalEach day, jot down three reasons to
be thankful. Set aside 10minutes every day tomake
entries in the journal. Pick a time of day when you
find it the easiest to identify reasons to be grateful.
A 2018 study found that keeping a gratitude journal
decreasedmaterialism and bolstered generosity
among adolescents. [see: LanNguyen Chaplin, et al.,
The impact of gratitude on adolescent materialism
and generosity, Journal of Positive Psychology, Vol.
14, No. 4, pp. 502-511; https://www.tandfonline.
com/doi/abs/10.1080/17439760.2018.1497688]
Get SomeHintsBuy a copy of Barbara Ann Kipfer’s
14,000 Things to Be Happy About, or any book like it.
Review EachDay “Think about little acts in your day
thatmade it easier and brighter,”says Costa. “You'll
start seeing things you're grateful for.”That might
be fresh coffee first thing in themorning, seeing the
sun after a rainfall, or finding time to cozy upwith a
good book.
Pull Inspiration from the EnvironmentNotice the
natural beauty all around: the sky, the cool breeze,
the soft warmth of a cozy sweater.
PeopleWhoHaveHelped Thank people who enrich
life and the reasons for being thankful for them and
things they have done. Send them a letter, an email,
or even better, deliver the letter in person and read
it to them.
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What happens to gas
stations when the
world goes electric?
Emily Grubert
Transcript of October 2022 talk in TED
Countdown Dilemma Series —watch a
video of her talk with slides at https://www.ted.com/
talks/emily_grubert_what_happens_to_gas_stations_
when_the_world_goes_electricPicture this.
You're in your car and you're getting
worried. You were really, really relying on
that fuel station being open. Now you're
not sure you're going to make it to the
next one you see on your map. And this
area is notorious for unreliable stations.
You definitely
don't have
enough range
to make it to
the one that
you know is
usually
working or
even the one
that at least
has decent
customer
service on
their help line
when it's
down. So, you
slow way
down to
conserve
energy and sigh when you see a giant hill
coming up on the freeway ahead of you.
The way people are driving, there is no
way you're going to make it up this hill at
a safe highway speed without killing your
energy efficiency.

It's hot out, but you turn off your AC and
remind yourself again that charging your
phone in the car outlet doesn’t actually
use that much energy. "Man," you think to
yourself, “I remember when this was a
problem for EVs. But when I bought this
car, I just didn't think finding gasoline was
ever going to be this much of a problem."

If we succeed at reaching international
climate goals, the fossil fuel infrastructure

systems that support about 80 percent of
global energy consumption will mostly, if
not entirely, retire over the next few
decades. The global dominance of fossil
fuels and the global emergency of climate
change means that this retirement
imperative exists everywhere, whether
infrastructure is relatively old -- like in the
US, where I work on these issues and
where most of my examples come from --
or relatively newer, as in many countries
with more recent industrialization.

What I'm talking about is big
infrastructure, like power plants and

refineries, but
it's also things
like gas stations
and people's
cars, stoves
and furnaces.
Fossil fuel
infrastructure is
a complex
network of high-
hazard
industries that
need to be able
to continue to
operate safely
until the new
system is
completely
ready to take

over, including during emergencies
complicated by climate change.

Just letting these systems go away would
be deeply disruptive and hazardous.
We'd expect disproportionate harm to
overburdened and underserved
communities who can't opt out from
skyrocketing prices, abandoned
remediation plans and declining access to
energy services. This means ongoing
fossil expenditures and a reliance on
highly trained workers in industries that
might not outlast their careers, with a
simultaneous focus on phasing out these
same industries as quickly as possible to
address climate change and a host of
other environmental injustices.
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This is why we need to plan. And right
now, there's basically nowhere in the
world where these urgently needed plans
for phasing out the fossil system while
phasing in the clean energy system exist.
When we talk about climate goals, the
question I like to ask is, “If we actually
believed we were going to succeed, what
would we need to be doing right now?”
The time between now and success is
where this gets real and very difficult.
Sara Hastings-Simon and I call this the
mid-transition. And even under a best-
case scenario, it will probably last for
decades.

During the mid-transition, the clean
energy system and the fossil energy
system are both too small to fulfill all of
the energy needs we have, but big
enough that they can't really operate
without constraining each other. Also, the
mid-transition overlaps with the climate
transition. This means we'd expect the
systems we have now to become less
functional as they operate further and
further outside of design parameters. And
it also means we don't entirely know what
the new systems will need to be able to
handle.

Another issue here is that we'd also
expect that the transitioning system will
just generally work less well than either
the stable starting point or the stable end
point. As long as both systems are
operating at scale, we can't optimize for
either one's needs. People are often
willing to accept some level of problem in
order to enable a shared future vision.
But trust in that vision will be
extraordinarily fragile when it’s required
for decades, while climate impacts are
making everything scarier and while we're
visibly dismantling infrastructure that
people remember as functional.

As we plan, keeping a clear and focused
commitment on people first and foremost
and ensuring that these are community-
led projects will be critical.

One of the nice things about existing
energy infrastructure is it exists. So you
can go to a power plant break room and
chat up people about how long they
expect to keep working or which bits of
the plant site might need remediation.
This means planning can be very, very
specific and guided by the expertise of
people that are in these places. Who
needs a job if the power plant closes?
Does everyone in town have safe
temperatures in their homes? Which gas
stations need to stay open longer than
they're profitable to make sure that
everybody can get to work while
alternative transportation systems
mature? How much extra funding do you
need for the library if tax revenues start to
decline?

Although good transition plans need to be
deeply community-embedded, the scale
and the impact of the energy system
demands some level of centralized
coordination. One strategy here is to set
deadlines for fossil asset retirements.
Ample notice, say a decade, gives
communities enough time to create and
implement plans, and a legislated end
date gives people enough confidence to
commit to what can be an intense
process.

I showed that in the United States,
requiring all fossil fuel-fired power
generators to close by 2035, which is
President Biden's power sector
decarbonization target, would actually
allow the large majority of them to meet or
exceed a typical lifespan, potentially
giving communities some confidence that
these deadlines are manageable. That
may not be true in places with much
newer infrastructure and so the
conversation about how to choose these
deadlines would look quite different.

But in general, being honest with people
about what's coming, with enough time
and support to do something about it can
be really transformative, but it does
require a commitment to the end point
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and to proactively ensuring people have
what they need to thrive alongside
transition. That is what earns and
maintains trust. Not far off emissions
targets with vague implementation plans.

The alternative of unplanned transitions is
unacceptable, but common. Notably, this
is what we would expect to see if we just
rely on clean energy becoming cheap
enough to displace fossil energy
systems. What I've observed over the
years is that facilities might close
suddenly with a round of layoffs and a
bankruptcy notification with very little
notice and no plan for what comes next.

Several years ago, I was working on a
survey in a coal mining community, and
the morning my survey hit people's
mailboxes, about 500 coal miners were
suddenly laid off. Just four US coal
mining companies used bankruptcy to
avoid about five billion dollars in pensions
and environmental cleanup obligations

just between 2012 and 2017. The coal
industry in the United States is actually
pretty small, now providing about 11
percent of primary energy, down from 18
percent a decade ago. We're talking
about successfully retiring and replacing
infrastructure that supports 80 percent of
energy use globally and in the United
States all before I reach retirement age.
Planning the transition is an ethical
responsibility that takes time, but also
creates opportunities to implement a just
and sustainable future that corrects the
harms of the past. Collaboration and a
laser-like focus on ensuring people have
what we need to succeed through this
transition will be critical, particularly as
the transition collides with climate
tragedies.
What would we do now if we believed
we'd succeed? Anticipating the bumps
and planning for success is the path to a
just, decarbonized and sustainable world.

The original “Easy Rider” — LookMa, no helmet!
Before “service” stations became just gas stations!

Modest swimsuits — before skimpy bikinis!

In Glorious Black &White!
Scenes of the 1950s

“THOSEWERE THE DAYS.”
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T h r e e N ew M emb e r s I n d u c t e d - N o v

L / R : G a r y G r e e n o u g h , P a t r i c k
We n t w o r t h , a n d P e t e r Tr a c y.

T h r e e N ew M emb e r s I n d u c t e d - O c t

L / R : E d M o n t e n e g r o , L e n G r o s s o , E d
M o r r i s o n . ( P h o t o b y N e i l W h e e l e r )

The Science of Aging: Pupils Get Smaller AsWeAge

I’ve been tomany BNO and CNOdinners and have noticed that a lot of us
have a hard time reading themenu – the light is dim, andwe can't make
out the writing. I usually blame it on the restaurant trying to provide a
warm, romantic ambiance (is that really needed for our BNO?).We’ve also
heard that some of ourmembers will not drive at night because they can’t
see well, and the bright lights are glaring. The problem is that our pupils
are getting smaller, weaker, and less responsive to light. That’s why
studies have shown people in their 60s need three timesmore light for
comfortable reading than those in their 20s.
The human pupil, the opening where light enters the eye, is surrounded,
and controlled by two tinymuscles in the iris, the colored part of your eye.

The sphincter muscle closes the pupil in a circular motion, while the dilator muscle opens the
pupil by pulling the iris radially.With age, thesemuscles lose function, resulting in either too
much light or not enough light getting inside the eye. Improving the strength and function of the
iris muscles is not something that can be achieved through targeted exercise or training, as they
are not skeletal muscles like those found in the arms or legs.
Eye drops and surgerymight be helpful depending on the severity of the condition. However,
maintaining overall eye health through regular eye
exams, a balanced diet rich in nutrients that
support eye health, and avoiding activities that
strain the eyes can contribute to optimal eye
function. If you have specific concerns about your
iris or overall eye health, it's best to consult with an
eye care professional for personalized advice. Until
then, have a flashlight handywhen you go to a
restaurant.
(Article byDennis Mangan)
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Travel with SIR:
Travel News from State SIR—

We recognize that for many SIRmembers or branches it's difficult, if not impossible, to
organize a cruise or major travel adventure. Therefore, as a benefit to its members State SIR
occasionally organizes cost-effective trips which wewill promote and you can sign up and join
without the hassle of having tomake all the arrangements yourself.

This one is time-critical to get a great discount!
Today's offering is for a river cruise from Prague to Budapest in November 2024

Dates: 11/6 thru 11/20
Pre-trip to Dresden and Berlin US departure date: 11/1/24. Pre-tripWarsaw and Krakow
departure date: 11/1/24. Post-trip to Budapest return date: 11/23/24 A link for more
information:
https://www.gct.com/trips/river-cruises/europe/romantic-blue-danube-budapest-to-prague/
2021/itineraries?year=2024&jobcode=010-1514
Cheers, Milt Smith
SIR State Travel Chair 925-285-2897

SparklingWine Tasting (Article by Bill
Traverso)
Just in time for Valentine’s Day, our SIR tasting
groupwill be having a tasting of five very
special sparkling wines produced by the highly
awarded JWinery, onWednesday, February
7th, at 11 AM.
Thewinery is located at 11447Old Redwood
Highway (next door to the Rodney Strong
Winery) close toWindsor.Wewere able to
obtain a special tasting price of $35.00 (the
normal price is $50.00).

Those whowish to go to a no-host lunch, can
do so at the nearby River Vine Restaurant in
the Vintners Inn near Highway 101 and River
Road.

Pleasemake your reservation with either
George (geosan@sbcglobal.net) or Bill
Traverso (ynselr2@pacbell.net) for the tasting
by Thursday February 1. There is a limit of 12
tasters.

GLOBAL FORUM: (Article byMarvinMai)

Aswe say goodbye to 2023 and try to look into the future of 2024 it’s hard to
anticipate how our global events will take shape. That’s what makes Global Forum a
special happening as we try tomaintain our nonpartisan discussions and help each
other understandwhat’s going on around the world andwhy it matters. Our guiding
principle laid out by the original founder of GF (Chuck Avers) in the late 1990s was
that we do not talk national or local politics and only global or international affairs.
Our in-personmeetings on the second Friday of themonth have a limit to the number
of attendees sincemost homes cannot accommodatemore than 8-10 comfortably
and still have ameaningful discussion. Themonthly Zoom is unlimited and even though youmay not
want to speak, you’re welcome to join in and just listen to the discussion and get a feel for howwe
operate. The January 12th 10 a.m. meeting will meet at the home of Chris andNancy Nelle, 3187
MontecitoMeadowDrive, Santa Rosa. There’s room for eight attendees so reserve your seat by
emailing Sir Chris at: nelleval@hotmail.com or phone, 707-527- 0576.

The Zoommeeting will be on January 26 at 10 a.m. EmailMarvinMai at: Maimarvin57@gmail.com to
be added to the attendees and receive the Zoom link information.
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NEWMEMBERS
Gerry Czamanske

Palo Alto

Peter Daley

Menlo Park

US Geological Survey

OurDecember 1, 2023 hike takes us to the top of
Mount Umunhum. The hike is approximately 8miles
and 1200 foot elevation gain.We have 27 people
signed up. As you can see from the photo from this
vantage point you get a great view of Silicon Valley. The
weather will be brisk but it should be an enjoyable hike.
Our November andDecember hikes are combined
because of the Holidays.
Our first hike of the NewYear will be on Friday,
January 26, 2024. I will announce the location as we
get into January andwe seewhat the rain situation is. I
will try to include a few shorter and less taxing
hikes in 2024 in an effort to getmore people out on the
trails, Not that we have a bad turnout. This year we
have typically had between 15 and 30 hikers which is a
big number for these hikes. If you are interested in
joining us sendme an email and I will add you to the
Hiking Group email list.
I hope you all have aHappyHoliday and a Prosperous
NewYear.
John Tucker

HIKING See our web page JOHNTUCKER 408-655-5435
tuckerjg6@gmail.com

Branch 35 Honorary Life
Member Celebration and
Awards Ceremony for

2023

BenGikis

Andy Danver
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Movie: Godzilla. Let’s start the year with a novel movie that premiered in
the U.S. on April 24, 1956. It can be called a classic now as it’s original release
has spawned 38 sequels to date, 33 from Japan and 5 American films. The
movie is credited with pioneering the use of special effects called
“suitmation” which involved a stunt performer wearing a suit and interacting
withminiature sets. The original Godzilla suits weremade of fabric that was
sprayedwith concrete to give it that distinctive scale look. The weight of the
suit was about 220 lbs., and the actor would often pass out from the heat and
weight of the outfit. No Unions back then. Since that time the costumemoved
to latex and filming evolved to stopmotion and computer graphics animation.
HaruoNakajima in portion of Godzilla suit, 1953
Did you know, there is a correct protocol to watch all the Godzilla movies as
the Japanese creators instruct. The Showa Era 1954-1975 (18movies):

spanned from the original “Gojira” movie to a series of “tokusatsu” (live action with special effects)
movies, directed by IshiroHondawhomanaged to infuse hismovies with serious drama even as the
scripts became increasingly outlandish.
The Heisei Era 1984-1995 (7movies): This series of
Godzilla movies followed a theme of Godzilla tangling
with another big monster. It is during this period that
theMothra (big moth) and Gamera (big tortoise) trilogy
movies were spawned from the original.
TheMillennium Era 1999-2004 (6movies) This series
onmovies were all standalone features and not linked
to previous stories. The only common threadwas
Godzilla destroying Tokyo. The Reiwa Era 2016-2023
Produced by Toho Co. (2 movies) Thesemovies were
now blessedwith big budgets, good scripts, and special
effects. Toho did not count theAmericanmademovies as
part of their era.
TheMonsterVerse Era 2014-2024 Produced by TriStar
and later by Legendary Pictures (5movies). This count
includes the upcoming release of “Godzilla x Kong: The
New Empire” to be released on April 12, 2024.
Why are they still churning out these unbelievable
monster movies?Well, let’s follow themoney. The original “Gojira” (Japanesemix of words for
gorilla andwhale) movie cost Toho $900,000 to make. It sold over 10million tickets in Japan and
attracted U.S. filmmaker Dick Kay to buy the U.S. rights and changed the name to “Godzilla” as it
soundedmoremenacing. He proceeded to shorten the Japanese version and add a narrative that
had American reporter SteveMartin (Raymond Burr) narrate. Cormanwas quoted as saying “I was
particularly impressed by the special effects. They were both good and over-the-top. Today you’d
say they had a campy quality.” America, particularly, the American teenagers loved it and the film
earned $2million ($20million today).

“Ka-ching”, Toho, the Japanese version ofMGM
Hollywoodwas quick to learn the value of “rinse and
repeat” and the Godzilla franchisewas born. The one
small hurdle besides needing a scriptwas that they had
killed off Godzilla with theOxygenDestroyer weapon in
the first movie. In true Hollywood fashion, the sequel
started with a second Godzilla that existed with the first
and endured the same radiation exposure as the first but
did not bother to emerge until one year later. Imagine
that what timing. “Ka- ching, Ka-ching.”
The franchise Godzilla movies havemade over $2 billion
in box office receipts. The highest grossingmovie was
“Godzilla” released inMay 2014 and grossed $529

million. The highest production budget for a Godzilla movie came inMay 2019 “Godzilla: King of
theMonsters” which had a $170million dollar budget and grossed $384million. So, guess what?
keep those Godzilla movies coming.
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On a final note, the latest Godzilla movie released in 2023
was “GodzillaMinusOne”. Themovie franchise has
matured to receive U.S. film critic praise for its visual
effects, direction, story, characters, musical score, and
social commentary. The Director, Takashi Yamazaki won
Best Director at the 48th Hochi Film Awards and the film
is a finalist for Best Visual Effects at the upcoming 96th
AcademyAwards.Who says campy doesn’t work?
Here is themovie trailer for the original release of
Godzilla in
America in 1954with Raymond Burr. Campy!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVONRrcn9TI
Here is themovie trailer for “GodzillaMinus One”.What an
evolution in animation technology!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvSrHIX5a-0
If you are a true believer of Godzilla movies here is a link to
experience howGodzilla’s roar has evolved over time. Enjoy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORSvf8eVa0g&t=40s

Music: “Santa Baby” sung by Eartha Kitt
That voice! Eartha Kitt reveled in cultivating an image that was
exotic, scary, sophisticated, and ribald. Her looks evoked
someone from the Caribbeanwhere the practice of Voodoo
lives. Her unique, earthy accent is believed to have been
influenced by hermixed-race heritage, her life experience living
in various places around the world, and her ability to speak in four languages and sing in ten.

She was one of those American singers whose career, reputation, and adoration was greater in Europe
than the United States. Eartha was branded an activist because she was. A famous incident in history
occurred at aWhite House luncheon hosted by Lady Bird Johnson, the First Lady. Shewas encouraged to
attend as she was active in social improvement programs in poor neighborhoods including herworkwith
young inner-city kids in the youth group “Rebels with a Cause”, she accepted. Lady Bird had set the topic
of the luncheon as, “Why is there somuch juvenile delinquency in the streets of America”.

At the luncheon, after several members had given their talk on the topic Eartha raised her hand and Lady
Bird recognized her. Eartha then said the following as recorded in history, “Youmiss the point onwhy
juvenile delinquency exists. I’ve lived in the gutters and am therefore qualified to speak on these
matters. The youth of America today are angry. They are angry because their parents are angry." She
attributed this anger to high taxes and “because there is a war going on that the Americans do not
understand." Kitt apologized toMrs. Johnson if she offended her or the President but added "I am here
to saywhat is inmy heart.” Kitt ended her remarkswith a denunciation of thewar in Vietnam. “You send
the best of this country off to be shot andmaimed.They rebel in the street. They will take pot … and they
will get high. They don’t want to go to school because they’re going to be snatched off from their
mothers to be shot in Vietnam. I am talking as amother who has a child ... so I know the feeling of having a
baby coming out ofmy guts, particularly when it is a boy." Earthawas blacklisted fromwork in America
for the next ten years.

The song “Santa Baby” was written in tenminutes by songwriter, Phillip Springer. In August of 1953 he
was asked by twomusic publishers towrite aChristmas song for EarthaKitt, the then 26-year-old
Broadway star known for her onstagemagnetism. When Springerwas told it was for Eartha, he
objected, saying “Kitt is the sexiest woman in the world. You don’t write Christmas songs that are sexy.
How are we going to do that?” The publisher’s responsewas, “Stick to themusic. Let us worry about
whether this song is going to be sacrilegious or not.” He did andwas disappointed with his creation and
told the publishers, “Gentlemen, this is not really the kind of music that I like to write. I hope it’s OK. It’s
the best I could do.” Eartha loved it, recorded it, and it is themost successful of Springer’s songs. Here is
Eartha Kitt singing Santa Baby in a film recording from 1953.Who else have you seen that can capture
your full attention in a film recordingwith theminimumof set features other than the singer herself? Ooh
la la!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDS5RAaCl3U
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Santa Cruz

Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein is one of themost famous and influential physicists of all time. The German-born
scientist was only 26 years old when, in 1905, he changed the world of physics with his
groundbreaking special theory of relativity, embodied by the famous equation E =mc². It changed
the world’s understanding of space and time, essentially replacing Isaac Newton’s long-running
pioneering theories from 200 years earlier.
In 1921, Einstein won the Nobel Prize for physics while still living and teaching in his native
Germany. Not long after, in 1933, hemoved to the United States to take a position at Princeton,
where he taught until 1945.While his discoveries made him a famous name in the physics
community, Einstein is remembered and revered for more than his scientific contributions.
Throughout his life, the great thinker didn’t shy away from advocating for various social and political
issues; throughout his work, he applied creativity, curiosity, humanity, and philosophy to everything
he did.
Einstein continued to work— and to share his wisdom, his wonder, and his compassionate insights —
until his death in 1955 at age 76. Here are some quotes that illustrate themind and humble heart of
the once-in-a-lifetime scientist.
� Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles
theworld.
� I believe in intuitions and inspirations. I sometimes feel that I am right. I do not know that I am.
� Try to become not aman of success, but try rather to become aman of value.
� Although I am a typical loner in daily life, my consciousness of belonging to the invisible
community of thosewho strive for truth, beauty, and justice has preservedme from feeling isolated.
� I have no special talents. I am only passionately curious.
� Study and in general the pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere of activity in whichwe are
permitted to remain children all our lives.
� Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keepmoving.
I never think of the future. It comes soon enough.

This SpaceAvailable
Calling all activity leaders (bocce, bowling, and golf):There is space in this newsletter for updates
on your group's activities.Let your fellow SIRmembers knowwhat your group is doing and
how theymight join in the fun!Send your information to me, kent.madsen@gmail.com
around the third week of themonth for the next month's
newsletter.

Graveside Service

As a guitarist, I playmany gigs. Recently I was asked by a funeral director to play at a graveside service
for a homeless man. He had no family or friends, so the service was to be at a pauper’s cemetery in
the back country. As I was not familiar with the backwoods, I got lost.
I finally arrived an hour late and saw the funeral guy had evidently gone and the hearse was nowhere
in sight. There was only the crew left and theywere eating lunch. I felt badly and apologized to the
men for being late. I went to the side of the grave and looked down and the vault lid was already in
place. I didn’t knowwhat else to do, so I started to play.
The workers put down their lunches and began to gather around. I played out my heart and soul for
this manwith no family and friends. I played like I’ve never played before for this homelessman. And
as I played ‘Amazing Grace,’ the workers began to weep. Theywept, I wept, we all wept together.
When I finished, I packed upmy guitar and started for my car. Thoughmy head hung low, my heart
was full.
As I opened the door tomy car, I heard one of the workers say, “I never seen nothin’ like that before
and I’ve been putting in septic tanks for twenty years.”

Apparently, I’m still lost.
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Fremont Branch 59
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More toNilesThanMainStreet

OK, it’s calledNiles Boulevard, but the point is that other than the old storefronts and quaint
bungalows that one usually photographs, there ismore to see for folks whowant to take awalk.

Today (Sept 6th) it wasmostly AlamedaCreek and sights along theway to the rubber dam and back.
Take the sharkmailbox tree for example.We stopped and stared at themyriad of objects and items
attached to it. On a day like today, cool and sunny, thewalk along the Creek playedwith our senses of
sight and sound. Pretty quietmost of the time except for our own talking, we heard and sighted the
BART train near the dam.Otherwalkers and riders greeted us.

Then therewas Fiona. Dave and LindaNelsen’s Fiona, long on stamina and short of leg, would stop and
sniff and be left behind, only to suddenly realize the distance she needed to catch up. “Fi,” called Linda,
and Fiona bolted toward thewalkers, at timeswith all four feet off the ground as she sped toward us. A
funmorning it was. Some of us stopped for coffee afterwards. ~ Bruce Roberts
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Tomatina
For thepasta lover theirmenuwillmakeyou salivate..
.great foodand service andohyes their pizza is really
good too....

TexasRoadhouse
Byfarwhenyouhave theneed fora super steakandall
thesides this stop ismy favorite. Service is goodthe
onlydownfall is thenoise level.

Baldie’s Cafe
Forusretiredseniorsthisistheplacetogo….Alotoffood
foryourbuckbreakfastlunchanddinner.Superstaffgreat
service.

Richard Henry

Idon’thaveafavoritemeal,but Idorecommend
Massimo’s ingeneral as a restaurant. Someof their best
entrees arepasta andchickendishes.

Ted Bresler

Myfavoriterestaurant isTheDragonHouse inUnion
City. I loveChinese foodandmyfavoritedish is sweet
andsourpork. I think I ampartChinesebecausemy
middlename is Lee.

Ingy

Oneofourfavorites isZephyrGrill&Bar inLivermore.A
biton theclassy side. I really like their seafoodchowder
andcrispyfish sandwich.OnMondays theyhave
martinis for$6.

Ago-toplace inFremont istheMarketBroiler. Not
fancy, but nice. A largemenuwith lots of seafood
choices.Havenever been disappointed there.

Andy Lang

Favorite Restaurants
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As a groupwewalkers decided independently
that todaywas a cool, yes, cool day. Nobody
wore short sleeves. Fall morning views
greeted us afterwe climbed theVisitor Center
stairs, about 50 of them (I lost count).We
remarked at the Bay the sloughs, the dried
grasses, and near the horizonwe spied the San
Mateo Bridge andmaybe San Francisco –
pretty clear day.

Rob Perrill found a rock hewanted to take
home and asked us to help him lift it.We
assured himwe could. Let’s see, 2 by 3 FEET!
Rob decidedwe could leave it after all.
Not toomany birds today except for awedge
of egrets near the entrance of the preserve.
Oh, and someNorthers shovelers out on the
Bay. Bright reflections off the sloughs and
deep shadows on the landmade for a joyful
morning. Oh, and the fragrance ofWild fennel
(licorice) capped off themorningwalk. ~
Bruce Roberts

R o b ’ s R o c k a t D o n E dw a r d s
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18 HOLE GOLF
October Recap

Statistically, the recreational golfer has a one in
twelve thousand chance of making a hole in one
each time a par three is played. September 26th
was a beautiful day at the scenic Pacific Grove
Golf Links and it was Bob Pastorino’s turn to
accomplish this feat on his very first shot at the
Area Tournament. Obviously, Bob also won the
closest to the pin prize. The next best
achievement this month was a claim by one of our
players who boasted of successfully playing the
same ball for fifty-four consecutive holes. In
consideration of the paucity of this deed, his
name is being withheld.

Subsequently, our stalwart group protected our
mid-round snacks from the predatory, but cute,
red foxes roaming the Los Lagos fairways;
enjoyed an outing at San Jose Muni and were
befuddled by the devious greens of the Spring
Valley Golf Course.

BRANCH 62 TRAVEL
Chairman: Jim Hohenshelt
Assistant: Roy Jordan

April 28 Columbia and Snake River
This trip is now filled. If you would like to try to
get on a wait list, please contact Jim. There is a
description on our web site (see link below).
Lower Mississippi River Cruise
Sept. 13 - 21, 2024
We are investigating an American Cruise Line
cruise from New Orleans to Memphis. This trip
starts in the lively city of New Orleans (Jazz,
sites to see) and ends in Memphis, TN (music
history, museums, Elvis’ Graceland, a delicious
barbecue). Along the way are grand estates
with their beautiful architecture, antiques, a mint
julep under 300-year-old oak trees. Also, the
local shops and museums of quaint and cozy
towns like St. Francisville and Natchez and Civil

War history in Vicksburg. The cruise boat
features a daily cocktail hour, Hors d’oeuvres,
delicious meals, and evening shows with
regional entertainers. Price will be around
$5400 to $6000 PP/dbl. occ.

State SIR – Prague to Budapest Cruise
Nov. 6 - 20, 2024
Roy just received notice of a river cruise
organized by State SIR travel, prices from
$4295 to $5095 pp/dbl. occ including air.
Contact Roy for more information or possibly
see our web site link below.
Check our web site for up to date travel
information.
Check our website for all up-to-date Travel info:
www.branch62.sirinc2.org/Travel/Travel.php

THE TOMCHATFIELDWALK
Roy Jordan
The January 2024 TomChatfield walks will be
on the first and third Fridays, January 5 and
19. For this month thewalk will be through
Central Park in Santa Clara. Themeeting
place will be the parking lot on the east side of
Kiely just north ofHomestead at 9:30AM. If
youwould like a nicewalk on either of these
days, or have questions, please contact Roy
Jordan at jordan_roy_s@yahoo.com or at
(408) 735-8765. You could just show up, but if
youmake contact beforehand, we can tip you
off for cancellation (such as for rain).Walking
is good for you.

In Memoriam
Malcolm “Mal” Hopkins

1936-2023

Mal was a member of our branch for seventeen years.
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Branch 62Web Site
Have you visited ourweb site lately?
Want to read the joke from the luncheon?
Forgot the luncheon’s speaker details?
Want to read back issues of the Rooster?
Readmeetingminutes and Treasurer
Reports?
Get all of this andmore on ourWeb Site at:
https://sirinc2.org/branch62/index.php
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Forgot the luncheon’s speaker details?Want to
read back issues of theMail Pouch? Get all of this
andmore on ourWeb Site at http://branch69.org
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Branch 88 Christmas Party

December 7, 2023

the Cork Pop-the-Cork
David Muth
We are starting up our wine group for 2024 after taking
a break for the last two months of 2023. Our next Pop-
the-Cork get-together will be January 28. As I look at
the year, we will have some planned winery visits and
lots of discoveries with wines.
If you are interested in joining our group, please contact me.
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Editor’s View –CarlMason
Gail and I went to Spain, Paris andMorocco inOctober.We did the tourist things, rode a camel,
dined on the Eiffel Tower, andwalked our feet off. Just getting away from the emails and daily
routinewas refreshing. However, when I got back I had over 1,000 emails to deal with!

Did you know there are three requirements to be a SIRmember?

1.You should be a friendly guy,

2.You are expected to participate in the
running of the branch,

3.You are expected to help recruit newmembers.

Being friendly comes naturally to all of us (OKmost of us). The second, volunteering to help in
running the branch, is not as easy. The branch does not run itself, and it seemsmuch of the effort
is made by a small number of ourmembers. A lot of you are familiar with the Pareto Principal
that states 20% of the people perform 80%of the effort in running an organization. It may be
less than 20% in our branch.
The fact is our branch has difficulty each year in filling our officer and director positions, in
getting people to take on tasks like updating theweb site, organizing the badges, or
organize parties and events.
Please consider stepping up to fulfill the number two requirement above. Teddy Roosevelt once
said, “Complaining about a problemwithout posing a solution is calledwhining”. If youwant a
more active, interesting, growing branch, we need you to help.
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FRUITRIDGE BRANCH93

Please remember all the SIR 93members that have gone on to the RainbowBridge
& theGates of Heaven.

Michael Sharif AlMachado Bill Reiff Jack L. Campbell Vince Damyanovich Sergay Ivazian

AHugeWelcome andApplause to the 2023NewMembers toBranch SIR 93 !!

Robert Ortega MichaelWoodcheke Lawrence Cram Terry Burkes William Palmer

Rex Hescock TomRutsch Randy Fisher Ron Covert Rick Pixley

Words ofWisdom andHello from SIR 93Golf – January 2024Newsletter

The 2024 SIR 93Golf Schedule - dated 12/7/23 – has been posted to the Golf Club
webpage and is included in the Branch newsletter.

First Tournament isMarch 20that Bartley and the last tournament of the year is
October 30th at Swenson Park.

Jack Dye &Craig Chalmers are working on the final details for the June 2nd(Sunday)
through June 5th(Wednesday) for the Carson City FourMan Scramble Event.

The 2024 SIR 93Golf / NCGAMembership Drive

There are now 49 hardy and skillful golfers that have renew their 2024NCGA
Membership.We had seven golfers that did not renew for the 2024 Season.

We are adding to the 2024 Roster the following new golfers:

Rick Pixley Charles Bussey David Busch

Welcome them to the Clubwhen you see them on the golf course or at the luncheon

meetings.

SIR 93Roster Book – Go to the SIR 93Officers / Commi7ees
Web Page

Accessing SIR 93Member Roster The password has been
changed for security purposes.

Contact Brent Williams (Webmaster) for geJng a
downloaded pdf report sent to your computer.
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BRANCHHAPPENINGS / SIR COMINGS&GOINGS | Kevin King (PBS) 916-337-9811
(NewMembers Left to Right)

Welcome to newmember GrantMcMicken. He is sponsored by Bob Davenport.

Peter Puglia is another newmember.
Harlan Proctor found us through one of advertisements.
John “Jeff” Zehner is sponsored by Terry Privott

Wayne Allen was sponsored byMarshall Armstrong
Harry Hall was sponsored by Terry Privott.
Rick Talone found us through our website.

Following are some photographs of this festive evening. Thanks to all of youwho
submitted photos. Additional photos can be found at 2023Holiday Dinner.

Past Big SIR Kevin King inducts the 2024 Branch Executive Committee. From left to right: Director, KenMahar (partially
obscured); Director, David Chighizola; Director, Bill Yeager; Little SIR, RonWadsworth; Big SIR, Lew Chapman; Asst.
Treasurer, Marshall Armstrong; Director, Hugh Thompson; Secretary, Terry Starkel; Treasurer, Oli Bohlman; Asst.
Secretary, Bob Carlson; Director, Tim Irish; and outgoing Big SIR and current Director, JayMuzio.
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E-BIKING | KenMahar 650-504-1393

We are looking for more riders to join up
on these rides. I know that not everyone
has an e-bike, but if you do, or are
planning on getting one in the near
future, than you just might want to join
this group. If you have a road bike and
think you can keep upwith the pack, you
are free to join us as well. It is not like we
are trying to break any speed records as we generally
only ride at amoderate pace.

In the colder months we start around 11 or 12 noon
once the chill is taken off. Once it starts warming up, we
start earlier before it gets too hot. We start out from
different locations just tomix it up a bit. We generally
meet at the RT parking garage in Old Town Folsom, the
Raley’s parking lot near theMexican restaurant,
Mexquite, or at the Nimbus fish hatchery off Hazel. Our
rides often take us along the river’s edge which is most
rewarding with an abundance of wildlife to be seen.

Contact KenMahar at kmahar@comcast.net or
650-504-1393with your name and contact information
to be added to the list. Once on the list, you’ll begin
receiving weekly emails telling youwhen andwhere to
show up. Riders will reply toALL letting everyone
knowswhowill be attending the ride that week.

I hope you’ll consider joining our group.
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BOWLING | RayDiBasilio, HLM 530-558-9727

Branch 65 andNapa Bowl will host
The first tournament of the New
Year on January 16-17. This will be
a singles/doubles event in which
you can bowl both events on one
day, or like Cindy and I, drive and
bowl one event in the afternoon, spend a night, and
bowl the next event the followingmorning. We
always enjoy having dinner with fellow SIRs that
travel with us accompanied by some that are local to
the area. Doing this allows us to drive home earlier in
the day avoiding rush hour traffic.

Napa Bowl is one of only fifteen centers in the nation
that have installed USBC-certified string pin setters.
USBC has donemuch research on bowler scoring
between free fall and string pin setters which
indicate aminimal difference in averages. Those
findings will allow bowlers to use their current
average in tournaments with string pin setters. I look
forward to testing this theory!

February 15-16wewill be bowling a tournament
hosted by Branch 69 held at Country Club Lanes in
Sacramento. This has been a very popular
tournament drawing one of largest groups of SIRs.
Interestingly enough, some of the lanes at Country
Club also have string pin setters; however, they are
not USBC certified andwewill not be using those
lanes.With this one so close to home, youwon’t
want tomiss it!

Interested in how string pins work and the research
behind them? Visit the USBCwebsite for all you
need to know: BOWL.com | String Pinsetter
Research Better yet, comewith us to Napa in
January and try them out for yourself!

For more information about SIR bowling and the
calendar, check out our website at:
http://www.sirinc3.org/sirBowling/index.html

Frommy previous Book Exchange article, I
finally finished reading Slovak-land. It does
not endwell. And I’m still going through
Indigenous Continent. More on that when I
finally finish it.

I just started readingOath andHonor, A
Memoir and aWarning by Liz Cheney. You
can guess what it’s about, it’s political so I
can’t comment. Actually, it’s an audiobook
narrated by the author, and I’ll be listening
onmy upcoming drives between here and
SoCal.

I just saw this on the Internet:

*****NEWS FLASH*****

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Americans say they
read an average of 12.6 books during the
past year, a smaller number than Gallup has
measured in any prior survey dating back to
1990. U.S. adults are reading roughly two or
three fewer books per year than they did
between 2001 and 2016.

Here’s the chart to prove it fromGallup. never
read this many books in one year! Who are
these people who just lie around all day and
read?! Notme, I‘ve got stuff to do, I belong
to SIR, social activities for men. Golf,
pickleball, you name it.

Anyway. I was thinking, perhaps we should
start a “Book Group?” We could all read the
same book and every other monthmeet up
for lunch or coffee somewhere and discuss
the book. I have never participated in a book
group andwould have no idea how to lead a
book discussion. Have any of you? Let me
knowwhat you think of that idea.

In themeantime, remember, SIR Branch 95
Book Exchange: no cost, no library cards, no late
notices, no fines.

TEXASHOLD‘EM | KenMahar 650-504-1393
Wemeet the firstWednesday of everymonth at
someone’s home. A $20 buy-in and you’re good to
go. If this sounds like something that you might be
interested in, please giveme a call or email me at
kmahar@comcast.net.

BREAKFAST&WALKING | NormanOrrick 916-709-1693

The groupmeets at Dennys in Cameron Park each
Thursday at 10:00am. We eat, discuss the week’s events
or whatever comes tomind. Then those that wish, take
off for amile or twowalk. To receive a weekly reminder,
send an email to 7norte@google.com.
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Modesto SIR Branch 103

Installation of officers at the November Luncheon. From right to left: Dick Nelson, Ted Bracht, Brian Donahue,
Lance Underwood, Don Rowe, Juan Salinas, Paul Bender, Ray Tillery, Coe Barnard, and apologies for cutting
off either Dennis Imhoff, Kerry Newman, Dave Cooper or Roger Smith.

Train Experience – Turlock to Reno

February 1 – 2, 2024 /$110/person - Roundtrip (rates subject to change)

Book Flex-Rates / Senior-Military Discount (10%) AmtrakWebsite link:
www.amtrak.com

Itinerary

TRAIN ORIGIN DATE DEPARTURE DESTINATION ARRIVAL

711 Turlock 2/1/24 7:45 AM Stockton 8:36 AM

3711 Stockton 2/1/24 8:45 AM Sacramento 9:50 AM

6 Sacramento 2/1/24 11:09 AM Reno 3:56 PM

5 Reno 2/2/24 8:36 AM Martinez, CA 3:26 PM

718 Martinez 2/2/24 6:26 PM Turlock 8:08 PM
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2023 Christmas Luncheon

Branch 103 lost twomembers in December whomade outstanding contributions to SIR and all
of its members, Ed Davis and Richard Provost. Our thoughts and prayers with their families.
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1.What is a NewYear’s resolution?
Something that goes in one year and out the other.

23. Youth is when you’re allowed to stay up onNewYear’s Eve.Middle
age is when you’re forced to.

4.What doNewYear’s Day parades have in commonwith Santa Claus?
No one is awake to see either of them.

5.My grandparents had resolutions like donatingmore time andmoney
to charities. I’ve decided tomakemy own coffee once aweek.

21. This NewYear’s, I’ve resolved to lead a better life. Now all I have to do
is find someonewhowill trade lives withme.

36.My dad gave up smoking cold turkey for NewYear’s. He’s doing better now but …
he’s still coughing up feathers.

37.What was Dr. Frankenstein’s NewYear’s resolution?
Tomake new friends.

38.What do you call someonewho says they know all thewords to “Auld
Lang Syne“?
A liar.

39.What’s theworst part of jogging onNewYear’s Eve?
The ice falling out of your drink!
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Joe Cardinale (above) received thePresidential Super Senior Award

Robert Caviglia, JimQuon, Big Sirs John Kent, JohnNoll and
Michael Garcia received theDistinguished Service Award

Carl Yoshizawa received the fourth quarterAbove and Beyond
Award

Congratulations to all our award recipients!

From amembership perspective,we now have over 310members
andwill show positive growth for the first time in several years.A
big THANKYOU to all members who have sponsored newmembers
in 2023!

NEW MEMBERS

Frank Danek Jim Fulton David F. Harr Charles P. Hsu JimM.Wilson

LONGEVITY AWARDS
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Special 2023 recognition to Joe Santone and Bob Denison for their past efforts in
support of Branch 128:
Joe was awarded the Honorary Life Membership Award at our annual Holiday Gala

Pictured left are Deb Santone ,
Joe Santone, Fred Serena (SIR
State Representative) and
Michael Garcia

Bob was honored
with the
Distinguished
Service Award for
his many past
contributions:

GOLF AT YOCHA DEHE GOLF COURSE
Tuesday, February 27
Cache Creek Casino
Brooks, California
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PEDROCONTRERASONFISHING

The SIRs Fishing Groupwishes you aHappy
Holiday Season!

It is that time of year when only a few adventurous
souls get out on the water and continue to fish.
Those that have done so have been treated to
limits of Dungenous crab, Rockfish and Striped
Bass.Weather and swells have been a limiting
factor. Trips out beyond the Farallon Islands have
been a rock and roll affair but very productive.

Next adventures scheduled for the group are the
big fishing shows: The International Sportman's
Show (ISE) is coming to Sacramento January 18, 2024 and the Bart Hall Showwill be in Long
Beach January 25, 2024. Both showswill be attended bymembers.

It is anticipated that there will be no salmon season again this year due to the low salmon
returns. Once again water diversion south and dams are an issue. On the positive side though is
the removal of some dams in the Klamath River Basin.We are keeping our fingers crossed for
possibly a 2025 season.

The fishing groupmeets on the 4th Thursday of themonth (except for November and
December when it is the 3rd Thursday) at 8:30 AM at Legends located at theDiablo CreekGolf
Course 4050 Port Chicago Highway in Concord. Members often come early to enjoy breakfast
and share fish lies!

Formore information and to join the fishing group please contact Pedro Contreras
(petjan@pacbell.net) or Clem Teters (clemteters@gmail.com).

BILL CORBETT ON CYCLING

There were 8 rides in December with one rain out.
The rides traveled a total of 168 miles with 75
participants.

For the year 2023, there were: 89 rides, that
traveled 2413 miles with 951 riders attending

Above Photo taken 12-21—Candy Cane
Lane, Pleasanton L to R: Ken Sterba, Bob
Turner, FrankO’Neill, BobMaddox,
Don Daniel, JimHughell, Jerry Hale, Dave
Mosunich, Bill Corbett
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NASCAR/INDYCAR Report by Barrie Lee
Nascar ran its last race of the year today in
Avondale, AZ. IndyCar finished their season in
September, inMonterey at Laguna Seca
Raceway, with Alex Palou winning the
championship for Chip Ganassi Racing.
NASCAR'S playoff season starts with the round
of 16 top drivers running three races to
determine the round of 12. Threemore races are
run to determine the round of 8 and threemore
events are run to determine the final four. That
last round of four competed in one final race in
Avondale, AZ to determine the cup champion. So
with Christopher Bell driving the only Toyota
(20) for JGR he faced two Chevies driven by
William Byron (24) and Kyle Larson (5) driving
for RHR. That left the only FordMustang in the
playoffs driven by Ryan Blaney (12) and
representing Team Penske. A great young driver
for JGR had a brake caliper explode and ruin his
chances of continuing the race. The two RHR
drivers were the fastest in qualifying and overall
speed during practice and qualifying. They had
the best pit locations andwere consistently
quicker in and out of the pits. Ryan Blaney had a
major uphill battle to try and stay up to these
two highly skilled drivers for Rick Hendricks. By
the way, I findMr. Hendricks to be one of the
most incredible individuals I’ve ever had a
chance to know. If either of his drivers hadwon,
the championship I would have enjoyed his
success. But Team Penske had a couple of good
results this year with Joey Loganowinning one
race and Ryan pulling off three wins prior to
today.With Austin Cindric driving the third Ford
Mustang for Roger this year, his sophomore year
in the cup series, things didn't go well at all. He
showed speed and decent results in a few
outings this year andwill have to step up his
efforts next year, driving the deuce for Team
Penske. So I watched intently during the race,
hoping that amiracle could take place in Arizona.
My pacemaker can’t take the abuse I seem to
throw at it during any givenmoment. But I’ve
been involved in racingmost of my adult life and
I get certain gut feelings that giveme comfort in
believing the way I do. No one thought Ryan

wouldmake the final four, let alonemoving out
of the round of 16. But move he did. The 12 team
had an off year even though hewon the Coke
600 onMemorial Dayweekend. He did win two
races during the normal schedule and onemore
during the playoffs. But Team Penske struggled
this year with a lack of power (Ford) and the aero
package they used seemed to keep them afloat.
Joey Loganwon only one race and Cindric was
never in the hunt. However, if you’ve ever been
around the Captain, his motto is effort equals
results. I’ve seen the highs and lows in auto
racing, and it’s like trying to truly understand life
itself.We all have our own opinions and if you
don’t believe that, just askme sometime. I saw
Ryan Blaney and his teamworkwonders this
past fewweek. They defeated the JGRmachine
and their Toyota stable, along with other teams
that were determined to break through andwin.
Even themighty RHR teamwith great qualifying
efforts that allowed them great pit locations that
really helped them advance during the race were
not able to keep Ryan frommoving past them to
win the championship for Team Penske. This is
only Rogers fourth Nascar championship with
three drivers. Penske Racing was the name of
the teamwhen I was involved, and Roger only
ran one car for many years. His major interest in
racing is sports cars or Indy Cars. But his
successes grew and so did his ability not to avoid
addingmore cars and drivers. He has competed
in Formula One and built his own cars in
England. He's won the CanAm series
championship twice, the TransAm championship
more than once, has competed in IMSA racing
(endurance racing like the 24 hours of Daytona,
12 hours of Sebring, and others) including
running Porsches this year andwinning. He has
won the Indy 500 nineteen times and the
IndyCar championship several times again. I’m
proud to say I know and haveworkedwith one of
the legends of the sport. The racing season has
come to an end and just as in life we treasure our
experiences and look forward to future events
on all levels. Thanks for followingmy stories this
year and I planmany new ideas for next year.

SIR Branch 129 Facebook page link. https://www.facebook.com/socialactivitiesformen/
SIR Branch 129 Private Facebook page link. https://www.facebook.com/groups/
401463741647384/
For more information on Zoom: Go to https://sirinc.org/Zoom/LearningZoom.pdf
State SIR Newsletter “Happenings”. https://sirinc.org/newsletters/
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Christmas Luncheon Review by Lee Lamp (photos from Gerry Dodge)
This year's Christmas Luncheon was a fantastic event (well, in my opinion anyway ). I loved getting to
see many of you and chat briefly. If you attended and I missed out on greeting you please accept my
sincere apologies and also mywishes for a wonderful New Year.We had a great turnout, although some
last minute illnesses prevented somemembers from coming. Our entertainment, Pat Karch, was superb!
I’d like to again thank the committee for their hard work. Dick Fyten, Chuck Spafford, and Don Paulsen
pulled this together.
The menu was well prepared and the staff at Sons of Italy were outstanding.
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NewVeteranMembers:

Right to left: Michael Cunningham, JohnMarrs, Barry
Schloffel, RobertWillhoite, Manuel Armendariz,

Donald Herzer

2024 Sonora SIRs Officers and Directors: Big Sir Rick Bronner, Little Sir Mike Krom, Secretary Steve
Holt, Asst. Secretary Gene Zanoni, Treasurer John Salmon, Asst. Treasurer Eddie Toews Directors: Paul
Squeri, Raul Satana, MartyMartin, Stan Enos, Bill Burnes, George Cocores, Mel Kutsch, Jim Botto
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Veteran’s Activities with Del
Fahlstrom: Veterans! "Attention on
deck":

A newwebsite is available, allowing you tomake
online purchases from the PX catalog. The
website is: www.shopcgx.com. Also, RSVP to the
Napa County Veteran’s Office to attend a
monthly orientation by Patrick Jolly. Learn
firsthand about veteran’s benefits for you and
your spouse. Call 253-4558 to RSVP for the
meeting scheduled each 2nd Tuesday of the
month, located at 650 ImperialWay, Napa.
For more information contact Del Fahlstrom
at delcare@att.net or (707) 637-3933

Webpage & Facebookwith Adrian Fenderson:
We are proud of our SIR #149website. Note that there
is a button that will be linked to a PDF of the new
person application. Please look at our site and suggest
any changes youwould like to see so that we canmake it
very user friendly. We encourage all SIRS to keep up
with what is happening between newsletters by signing
up for Facebook and look at our SIR Branch 149
Facebook page. Also watch the Upcoming Events column and
calendar on our website Home Page at www.branch149.sirinc2.
org. Please send any happenings to Adrian.

Where am I?
SENDANSWERS
TO
DKWONDERFUL
@GMAIL.COM

FIRST CORRECT
ANSWERWINS A
BOTTLEOF
WINE
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD SILVER
LAPEL PIN

Presented by Paul Squeri to David Tibbets, Jerry
Morrow & Tom Francis
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SIR JIMQUONONCONSUMERTIPS
■When/If you dine atMcDonald’s, always ask for a receipt! Many people don't
know this, butMcDonald's gets secret shoppers all the time. The secret
shoppers, also often referred to as “mystery shoppers" or "Gapbusters," are
people who come in to rate their whole fast-food experience, including the
quality of the food and service they get. These customers are actually paid to
do this — and get reimbursed for the food that they order— therefore, they
always ask for a receipt. McDonald's employees know this, so they are always
on the lookout for people that ask for receipts tomake sure that they deliver
high service and receive great ratings. It's not always a guarantee, but there's a
pretty good chance that if you ask for a receipt, you will get the fastest delivery,
the freshest food, and the best customer service!
Source: https://www.thedailymeal.com/

■Canned Corn Brands Ranked fromBest toWorst:
1.Happy BellyWhole Kernel Sweet Corn (Amazon Private Brand), 2.DelMonte Fresh Cut Golden
SweetWhole Kernel Corn, 3. Libby'sWhole Kernel Sweet Corn, 4.GreenGiant Whole Kernel
Sweet Corn, 5.Great Value Golden SweetWhole Kernel Corn (Walmart), 6. Goya Golden Corn, 7.
DelMonte Gold &White Corn, 8. Signature SelectWhole Kernel Golden Sweet Corn (Safeway),
9. Kroger Sweet Golden Corn, 10. Simple TruthOrganic Super Sweet Corn.

ReadMore: https://sporked.com/article/best-canned-corn/

■Get the last drop of product from a bottle of Heinz ketchup:
Heinz bottles, especially the glass ones, are famous for having a special raised logo on the neck of
all their glass bottles andmost of their plastic bottles, too. Have you ever noticed the number “57
on your Heinz products? Although its origin lies in the term “57 varieties” the little 57s etched into
your glass Heinz bottle have a completely different function. They have in fact been placed in a
position on the bottle that's easiest to get ketchup out from.We're not kidding turn your ketchup
bottle at an angle and hit exactly on the point of one of the 57s on the neck and you should have
yourself a steady stream of tomatoey goodness.

Source: https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/food/a562527/
how-to-get-ketchup-out-of-bottle/ Note: I think it works better to hold the ketchup bottle in the left
hand and ‘slap’ the logo against the palm of your right hand while holding the bottle at about 45° angle.
This should produce nicely controlled amounts of ketchup on your plate or food items. I learned this
method after over a dozen years working in restaurants in various capacities among other various types
of jobs while I worked my way through school. That’s why it took me 11 years to earn a 4-year BA.

Best toWorst-Fast FoodOnion Rings:
1.Culver’s, 2. Jack in Box, 3. Fatburger, 4. Habit Burger Grill, 5. Whataburger, 6. Dairy Queen, 7.
Carl Jr./Hardee’s, 8. Sonic, 9. Counsel; 10. Burger King.

■The Best andWorst Laundry Detergents:

The Top 3 Best/Worst per Results From Tests:
Top Plus Ultra Stain Release; 28¢/load; Overall Score: 84; Best for Stains andHardWater.
Kirkland Signature (Costco) Ultra Clean; 11¢/load; Overall Score:76; Best Value Persil ProClean
Sensitive Skin; 37¢/Load; Overall Score: 75; Best for Sensitive Skin

Three Detergents to Skip:
Arm&Hammer 4-in-1 Power Paks Oxiclean; 16¢/load; Overall Score: 32;Worst Pods/Packs Sun
Triple Clean; 8¢/load; Overall Score: 31;Worst Liquid Tru Earth Eco Strips; 39¢/load; Overall
Score: 11;Worst Strips

Garbage Collection Service via ACI San Ramon:
Residents and businesses are required to separate all yard waste, uneaten food and food - soiled
paper and place them in theGREEN cart or bin. Larger food producers like grocery stores and
restaurants must arrange to donate surplus food to a local or regional entity. Enforcement is
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coming. Penalties and fees will eventually be applied if organic material is found in the garbage.
Withminor behavior changes from all sectors, the effectiveness of reducing our city’s climate
impact is very high. Remember, if it was once alive, put it in theGreenOrganic container!

Source:ACI of San RamonNewsletter, Fall 2023 issue.

Your Gas Stove in your HomeMay Be aHealth Hazard:
Recent research has raised a new concern about gas stoves: NitrogenDioxide (NO2). It has long
been known that the stoves can produce deadly carbonmonoxide, but a new report suggests that
they can also produce levels of NO2 that aremore than double the EPA’s outdoor standard.
That’s worrisome: NO2 canworsen asthma and other lung diseases, and it may increase the risk of
asthma in children. To investigate, CR built an insulated chamber with a range hood and
ventilation fan, and placed in it two typical gas stoves, one each from two popular brands. We
then performed 24 tests tomeasure levels of NO2 and other harmful gases. “Our tests found
NO2 at levels above those recommended by public health organizations, particularly when the
ranges were usedwithout ventilation andwhen a burner was set on high,”says Ashita Kapoor,
CR’s associate Director of Product Safety. “This is an alarming concern.” What can you do? If you
cook on a gas range or cooktop, make sure your kitchen has adequate ventilation. That means
using your range hood every time you cook even if you’re just boiling an egg. If you don’t have a
range hood, install one. Opening windows and doors can also help. Thinking of switching to an
electric smooth top or induction range or cooktop? See “Your Guide to Induction Cooking” on
page 18.
Source: CR Reports, Nov. 2022 Issue

Computer/SmartPhone/Tablet Security:
If you often get asked to accept cookies when you go to awebsite and don’t knowwhat to do –

Check to see if thewebsite is secure by looking for the “lock” icon to the left of the URL. If the
locked icon is showing, you can click “accept all cookies.” If unlocked, click on “accept only
necessary cookies” if that’s an option. If not, reject all cookies. Source:AARPMagazine August/
September edition, courtesy of Consumer Cellular

What do You doWith yourOld, Cold, Leftover Coffee?
You know that last bit of coffee that always seems to be left in the carafe? Don't just pour it down
the drain— you can use it to fertilize your plants, both indoor and outdoor. Coffee grounds (and
brewed coffee) are a source of nitrogen for plants, producing healthy green growth and strong
stems. Coffee also contains calcium andmagnesium—both of which are beneficial to plant
health. To use coffee as a plant fertilizer, you'll need to dilute it. It should look like weak tea. If
you aim for about 1/4 coffee and 3/4water, or even a half-and-half mix, in your solution
(depending on how strongly you brew your coffee), that's about right, but you don't have to be
fussy about it. You can use coffee fertilizer on your potted plants, house- plants and in your
vegetable garden. Coffee and coffee grounds are acidic and, while there are some plants that love
an alkaline soil andwon't do well with the addition of coffee, such as Lily of the Valley, Lavender
andHoneysuckle, some plants absolutely thrive in an acidic soil. Here is a list, fromGardening
KnowHow, of acid-loving plants that thrive on a good shot of joe, though there aremany more
not included in this list: African violets, Blueberries, Azaleas, Phalaenopsis orchids, Amaryllis,
Begonias, Cyclamens, Hydrangeas, Bromeliads, Gardenia, Hyacinths, Impatiens, Ferns, Roses

A good rule of thumb is to feed andwater your plants once a weekwith a weak coffee solution.
They'll appreciate the additional nutrients, as well as the water. Andwhile we're here, let's talk
for aminute about those leftover coffee grounds as well. They're a great source of nitrogenwhen
added directly to the soil or placed into your compost pile (though some inconclusive studies
argue against the efficacy of adding them directly to soil). Acid-loving plants such as blueberries,
azaleas and rhododendrons will love them, as they raise the acidity level of the soil and serve as a
mild fertilizer. Coffee grounds are also an effective natural deterrent to garden pests such as
slugs, snails and ants. And, if you are a vermicomposter 1, your wormswill love them!
1vermicomposter: Vermicomposting is the practice of using worms to turn your organic waste
into nutrient-rich fertilizer. Deep beneath the earth, they thrive -- pink, slimy and insatiably
hungry. They're with us all the time, rooting through our gardens, digging through our lawns and
consuming everything in their path. Aristotle called them the intestines of the world. The ancient
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Chinese called them angels of the soil. Angels or intestines, worms are a tiny but formidable force,
eating their way through organic matter and leaving a trail of rich humus in their wake. Why use
worms?Well, for one, because they're cool. Not only are they slimy and neat-looking, but these
amazing little organisms can also eat up to half their bodyweight in food every day. Using worms
instead of a compost pile ensures faster composting and a rich, dark fertilizer. Source: https://
home.howstuffworks.com/vermicomposting.htm

What DoesMicrowaving do to Plastic?
Plastics are spaghetti-like chains of carbonmolecules, called polymers, which are usually derived
from crude oil. Tomake plastics that are clear, cloudy, rigid, or soft, manufacturers add a cocktail
of chemicals. Though there aremore than 10,000 of them, themost well-studied groups are:
bisphenols (which include BPA and are often found in rigid products, like food storage containers
andwater pipes) and phthalates (which are typically used tomakemore flexible products, such as
food prep gloves or the plastic lining inside amilk carton). As Hussain found, microplastics and
chemicals can build up in your leftovers over time—evenwhen you’re storing those plastic
containers in the fridge. But microwaving wet foods in plastic delivers an even bigger one-two
punch: Heat speeds up hydrolysis, the process by which water molecules can essentially break
chemical bonds apart. This supercharged reaction causes plastic containers to shedmicroplastics
and nano plastics, as well as leach chemical additives (the bisphenols, phthalates, andmore), into
your food. And once thosemicroplastics are ingested, it’s possible they can degrade and also leach
chemicals in the body. In other words, heating plastic essentially makes it softer andmore porous.
If you’ve evermicrowavedmarinara sauce in a plastic bowl, you’ve seen the sunset red,
impossible-to-remove stain it leaves behind. “Passages in the plastic can open up, so the sauce gets
inside,” says James Rogers, PhD the director of food safety research and testing at Consumer
Reports. The opposite exchange happens too: “If something goes in, something can also come out,”
he says.
Source: https://www.bonappetit.com/story/can-you-put- plastic-in-the-microwave?

DECEMBER 2023 CONSUMER TIPS

■ Zelle: I’ve been asked to talk about Zelle – what it is andwhat it can do for us.

What is it: Simply put, it is a specialized App that provides us a quick and easy way to sendmoney
directly between almost any U.S. bank accounts typically within minutes.With just an email address
or U.S. mobile phone number, you can quickly, safely and easily send and receivemoneywithmore
people you know and trust, regardless of where they bank. This Appwas developed in a cooperative
effort amongmost of the U.S. banks and is embedded in theMobile Banking App of almost all of the
larger banks in the country. This means that if you doMobile Banking from your local bank ormany
larger Saving & Loan Institutions and Credit Unions, youwill most likely already have the App
residing in your existingMobile Banking App. Simply open yourMobile Baking App and look for a box
or drop-downmenu that shows the Zelle App. Simply click on the Zelle box or label.

Zelle - How itWorks: Step 1.Access Zelle®. Find Zelle® in your existingmobile banking app. If you
already have your banking app on your phone, there's no download necessary. If your bank or credit
union doesn't offer Zelle® yet, just download the Zelle® app to get started. If your bank or credit
union doesn't offer Zelle® yet, just download the Zelle® app to get started.

Step 2. Pick someone (you trust) to pay. Once you’re enrolled with Zelle®, all you need is an email
address or U.S. mobile phone number to sendmoney to friends and family straight from your banking
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app. From your kid’s babysitter to your college bestie, Zelle® can be used to sendmoney to almost
anyone you know and trust with a bank account in the U.S.

Step 3. Choose the amount to send. Enter the amount youwant to send. If your recipient is
already enrolled with Zelle®, themoneywill go directly into their bank account, typically in minutes. If
they aren’t enrolled yet, they will get a notification explaining how to receive themoney simply and
quickly.

I have no experience or background in banking or finance but I have been using Zelle successfully for
the last 2.5 years. I found it easy to understand and use without any learning issues. Bothmy sons
were using it with their friends and some of relatives. Jordan, our youngest sonworked at Costco. I
would call him to ask him to bring things home (food, cleaning supplies, OTC supplements, etc.) from
the store when Joyce began her Chemotherapy Treatments. I wrote him checks the first few times to
reimburse him for these items. He requested that I pay him via Zelle. It worked so well that I
introduced it tomany of my friends. It is somuch easier to split the bill up whenwe are out for ameal
with friends and one person picks up the check andwe pay him/her. It is super simple when you don’t
have enough cash on hand andwe end up borrowing or owing our friends. Zelle eliminates all of that
and it is super easy for them to receive their money.

On a local branch level, this can simplify payments wemake for our dues, lunches, activities that
require fees for member participation or attendance. Again, it’s really quick, easy and handy. And, if
you can’t remember if you paid your dues or a fee/charge for something within our Chapter, there is a
record of all your Zelle transactions similar to yourmonthly bank statements. I urge you to try it. It
will make life easier for both you and our Treasurer!

Here’s a link to an easy video tutorial on You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTZcPfLlq4w.
Click on it and it will be imported into your Browser for viewing. It will guide you through the entire
process. It’s fairly simple and easy to understand. If you have any questions or comments, you can call
or email me or Dan Poulin.

JimQuon
Askquon@yahoo.com
925 786-7866

■ 27th AnnualMeyer CookwareOutlet Sale: The AnnualMeyerWarehouse/Outlet Sale is scheduled
this year fromNovember 30 throughDecember 17, 2023, but only 10 AM– 6 PM, Thursdays through
Sunday. As in the past, they have twowarehouse locations – 525 Curtola Parkway, Vallejo, and 2001
MeyerWay, Fairfield. This is not a ‘phony’ sale. The prices andmerchandise offered really are sale
prices and the products and brands are not clearance or damaged goods. Most people become annual
customers after they go the first time. For more info, visit: www.meyerus.com/sale. Meyer is the
manufacture and distributor for manywell-known national brands including Anolon, Ayesha (Curry),
Bonjour, Breville, Circulon, Farberware, Kitchen Aid, Meyer, Rachel Ray andmore. This annual sale is
so popular that many folks go every year even if they’re not looking anything specific in kitchen items.

■When Browsing/Shopping/Doing Anything Important on the Internet: This is the time of the year
for seasonal holiday shopping and looking up information such as the ratings for charities before
making donations. You’re better off if you use the full-pagemode. Web pages designed for browsing
using your Smartphone aremobile websites - smaller and often incomplete or more difficult to use.
Check it out yourself. Go to anyweb page using your Smartphone. Then do the same on your PC or
Apple Computer for a direct comparison. Youmay find that ‘pull-down’ menus and various options are
missing on themore abbreviated, smaller sizedmobile web sites designed for mobile phones. And for
sure, the full-sized pages aremuch easier to readwhichmakes navigating a lot easier. Photos,
illustrations and video clips are somuch easier to view using the larger, more complete pictorial
presentations on the full-sized screen of a PC or Apple Computer.

■WhyAre Cellphones Not Permitted For Use on commercial aircraft?
We all know the routine by heart: “Please ensure your seats are in the upright position, tray tables

stowed, window shades are up, laptops are stored in the overhead bins and electronic devices are set
to flight mode”. Now, the first four are reasonable, right? Andmobile phones need to be set to flight
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mode so they can’t cause an emergency for the airplane, right? Well, it depends whom you ask. Here’s
an expanded POV on the subject.

Aviation navigation and communication relies on radio services, which have been coordinated to
minimize interference since the 1920s. The digital technology currently in use is muchmore
advanced than some of the older analogue technologies we used even 60 years ago. Research has
shown personal electronic devices can emit a signal within the same frequency band as the aircraft’s
communications and navigation systems, creating what is known as electromagnetic interference.
But in 1992, the US Federal Aviation Authority and Boeing, in an independent study, investigated the
use of electronic devices on aircraft interference and found no issues with computers or other
personal electronic devices during non-critical phases of flight. (Take-offs and landings are
considered the critical phases.) The US Federal Communications Commission also began to create
reserved frequency bandwidths for different uses – such asmobile phones and aircraft navigation
and communications – so they do not interfere with one another. Governments around the globe
developed the same strategies and policies to prevent interference problemswith aviation. In the EU,
electronic devices have been allowed to stay on since 2014.Why then, with these global standards in
place, has the aviation industry continued to ban the use of mobile phones? One of the problems lies
with something youmay not expect – ground interference.

Wireless networks are connected by a series of towers; the networks could become overloaded
if passengers flying over these ground networks are all using their phones. The number of passengers
that flew in 2021was over 2.2 billion, and that’s half of what the 2019 passenger numbers were. The
wireless companies might have a point here.

Of course, when it comes tomobile networks, the biggest change in recent years is themove to a
new standard. Current 5Gwireless networks – desirable for their higher speed data transfer – have
caused concern for manywithin the aviation industry. Radio frequency bandwidth is limited, yet we
are still trying to addmore new devices to it. The aviation industry points out that the 5Gwireless
network bandwidth spectrum is remarkably close to the reserved aviation bandwidth spectrum,
whichmay cause interference with navigation systems near airports that assist with landing the
aircraft. Airport operators in Australia and the US have voiced aviation safety concerns linked to 5G
rollout, however it appears to have rolled out without such problems in the European Union. Either
way, it is prudent to limit mobile phone use on planes while issues around 5G are sorted out.

Ultimately, we can’t forget ‘air rage.’ Most airlines now provide customers withWi-Fi services
that are either pay-as-you-go or free.With newWi-Fi technologies, passengers could theoretically
use their mobile phones tomake video calls with friends or clients in-flight. On a recent flight, I spoke
with a cabin attendant and asked her opinion on phone use during flights. It would be an
inconvenience for cabin crew towait for passengers to finish their call to ask them if they would like
any drinks or something to eat, she stated. On an airliner with 200+ passengers, in-flight service
would take longer to complete if everyonewasmaking phone calls.

For me, the problemwith in-flight use of phones is more about the social experience of having
200+ people on a plane, and all potentially talking at once. In a timewhen disruptive passenger
behavior, including “air rage”, is increasingly frequent, phone use in flight might be another trigger
that changes the whole flight experience. Disruptive behaviors take on various forms, from
noncompliance to safety requirements such as not wearing seat belts, verbal altercations with fellow
passengers and cabin crew, to physical altercations with passengers and cabin crews – typically
identified as air rage.

In conclusion – in-flight use of phones does not currently impair the aircraft’s ability to operate.
But cabin crewsmay prefer not to be delayed in providing in-flight service to all of the passengers –
it’s a lot of people to serve. However, 5G technology is encroaching on the radio bandwidth of
aircraft navigation systems; we’ll needmore research to answer the 5G question regarding
interference with aircraft navigation during landings. Remember that whenwe are discussing the two
most critical phases of flight, take-offs are optional – but landings aremandatory.

Source:Doug Drury, CQ University Australia

■ Trimming/Filing Thick Fungus ToeNails: Extra thick toe nails need to be filed down on a regular
basis. It is most common to use amanual, straight, nail file. It’s a slow and tedious job. Amuch faster,
efficient and easier way is to use a portable, cordless, electric, rotary file. It really simplifies this
regular chore. Check this one on Amazon: https://tinyurl.com/ycy9wppa. I’ve had this fungus
condition for over 40 years. I used to usemanual nail files. I graduated to a cordless, 2-speed, Dremel
Tool. But High Speedwas too powerful and Low Speedwas not strong enough. Recently, I triedmy
wife’s rotary nail file and it was perfect for the job! It’s similar to the unit Amazon unit referenced
above.
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■Choosing Fruit at the Store: Long ago fresh fruits were only available on a seasonal basis. Oranges
were only available in winter. As timewent on, researchers and farmers developed incredibly clever
ways to ship produce around the world year-round, giving us lucky folks in the developedworld access
tomost fruit whenever wewant it. But as we’ve bred plants for storage and appearance, Pritts
laments, we’ve lost a lot of flavor.

The American supply of strawberries, for instance, is grown almost exclusively in California. If you
picked those berries at optimal ripeness, they’d spoil before they got to the East Coast. So, farmers
harvest strawberries a little early, when they’re hardy enough to withstand the shipping. Normal, wild
strawberries wouldn’t turn red off the vine, so farmers today use varieties bred to blush even after
they’re picked. But here’s the problem: some fruits can’t really ripen after they’re picked.
Strawberries, peaches, andmany other fruits don’t store starches, so they have to remain attached to
the plant to produce the optimal levels of sugars. If you pick them too early, they’ll contain some
sugar, but no amount of leaving them on the counter will help them develop a better, sweeter flavor.
That’s why nothing compares to a tree-ripened peach. Other fruits, like apples and bananas, do
stockpile starches, and can thus be ripened in storage. Bananas are exclusively picked green, shipped,
and then exposed to ethylene gas at their destination to ripen them. Ethylene gas is a kind of chemical
trigger for a lot of so-called climacteric fruits-it gets the ripening process rolling. Farmers and
distributors can withhold ethylene until exactly the right moment, ensuring consumers get a perfectly
ripe product. It alsomeans these fruits will ripen on your kitchen counter, since they produce small
amounts of ethylene themselves. Here’s what to look for:

Watermelons

For all melons, youwant the one that “feels heavier than it looks,” Ahern says. He admits that may
be hard for someonewho has little experience weighing produce in their hands, but the idea here is to
select the densest melon. Pick a few up and see how they feel. The sweetest onewill be particularly
heavy for its size, since heft is a sign that themelon contains a lot of water. As they ripen, melons (and
a lot of other fruits) accumulate water as they develop sugars and other aromatics, so a heavy
specimenwas likely ripened on the plant—whichmeans lots of flavor.

You can also rap your knuckles on a watermelon to help you out here, since a nice hollow sound
indicates more water content. Watermelons ripened on the vine will also have a large yellow spot
where they were touching the ground. If the spot is white, though, it’s not ripe yet. Do the samewith
cantaloupe, honeydew, and other melons

The same heft principle applies here, but the yellow spot and knocking tricks don’t. Instead, look
for amelon that has a little bit of give on the bottom (opposite the stem) where the flower was
attached. Ideally, it should also be a little bit sticky at that end and have a nice aroma at the stem.
Cantaloupes and Galia melons should have defined netting (that rough pattern on their skin), and, in
general, the best melons will have themost intense color. Those that don’t have a bright huewhen ripe
should simply be less green.

Oranges, grapefruits, and other citrus

Like a goodmelon, a nice citrus will feel heavier than it looks. A light piece of fruit either means it
was picked before it was ripe or that it’s been sitting around a long time, since it’ll dehydrate as water
evaporates through the skin.

Tomatoes

They say knowledge is understanding that a tomato is a fruit, and wisdom is knowing not to put one in
a fruit salad.We’re here to tell you that true enlightenment is realizing redness is not a sign of a ripe
tomato. You could expose a bright green tomato to ethylene and turn it a juicy red.What you can’t
fake is the tomato smell, so bring one up to your sniffer and get a whiff of the stem end. If it doesn’t
smell like a tomato, it’s not ripe. If it has a nice aroma, opt for onewith a little give to it, but without too
much smush, and definitely not any black specks or crinkly age lines, since those all indicate an
overripe tomato.

Avocados

This trendy fruit actually can’t ripen on the tree, making it a boon for both avocado farmers and you.
Though they reach peak ripeness for only a brief time, you can tell by brushing the calyx—the bit that
looks like a tiny stem. If the calyx comes off easily, the fruit is nice and ripe (though if there’s brown
underneath, it’s probably overripe). If the calyx doesn’t come off, it’s not ready yet. You can also check
out the color, which should be a deep green, assuming you’re eating a Hass. If youwant to squeeze it,
you can, since a ripe avocadowill have a little give to it, but Ahern doesn’t recommend this because it’ll
cause bruising when the fruit does ripen.
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One hot tip: try looking for ones at the bottom of the pile, where ethylene has a better chance of
building up (just make sure they haven’t been crushed by those on top). If you really can’t find one, toss
hard avocados in a paper bag, maybe evenwith a banana, to trap the ethylene and prompt ripening.

Pears

Pears are like avocados in that they’re only ready to eat for a very short period of time. Buy them hard
and as blemish-free as possible—any spots will turn brown once ripe—and let them sit on your counter
until they start to charge color (green varieties, unfortunately, don’t changemuch, so it’ll be harder to
tell). Once ripe, they’ll have a little give to them, though Bosc pears will be a bit harder than others.
Ahern also says that although he prefers to buy local for almost everything, pears from nearby farms
often just get tossed into a box. It’s usually the fruit from pear-producing areas likeWashington, which
package their produce carefully, that often yield the best bruise-free pears.

Apples

Since apples are picked pretty much at peak ripeness and kept in cold, ethylene-controlled storage
until they’re ready for the grocery store, you really just want an apple that’s as blemish-free as
possible.With non-green varieties, you’re also looking for a bright color.

Strawberries and other berries

Pretty much all berries are picked only when ripe, so for everything except strawberries you’re
basically making sure you don’t havemany rotten pieces. Turn the container around in your hands and
take a peek at the bottom tomake sure you don’t see (or feel) mushy bits.With strawberries, the best
indication is a pleasant odor—you can smell ripe strawberries from a distance.

Mangoes

There are tons of varieties of mangoes, but the ones we get in the U.S. pretty much universally start
off green and turn yellow or red as they ripen. You’re looking for as much color as possible, as well as a
little give when squeezed, and a nicemango aroma.

Peaches and nectarines

The key here is smell, especially with peaches. Neither fruit ripens well off the tree, so don’t bother
buying rock-hard versions. They’ll soften in your kitchen, but they won’t develop anymore flavor. If
you can find a plump peach, make sure it’s as blemish-free as possible.

Pineapplesin, smell is key. A good pineapple will smell like one, and the skin should have amore yellow
tint rather than pure green. Another good test: try to pull out the leaves at the top. If they come off
easily, that’s a good sign it’s ripe.

Source: Sara Chodosh, associate editor at PopSci, the University of Girona. She is an associate editor at PopSciwhere
she writes about everything from vaccine hesitancy to extreme animal sex. She got a master's degree in science
journalism at NYU's Science Health and Environmental Reporting Program, as well as another one in data visualization
from the University of Girona.

■How toDetermine the Better Rated charities to Donate to: Fortunately, there are websites that
rate howmuch of their donatedmonies go toward their specific goals. This is the season for giving to
programs that help public agencies and organizations achieve their specific performance goals. But to
determine howmuch of your donation goes to work doing good for the those people that need the
help. I useCharityNavigatr.commost frequently because their website is easy and fast to use. It Is
The Nation's Largest &Most-Utilized Evaluator of Charities. Guidestar.org and BBB are two other
sites that can be used but Charity Navigator is more comprehensive and easier/quicker to use. My
Joyce used to do the bill paying, filing and handling the charitable donations at the end of the year but
I’ve now had to take that over. Here are some ratings I found useful. Association of American Cancer
– 96%; American Cancer Society – 99%; American Cancer Association – not rated; ASPCA
(National) – 99%; ASPCAOFNorth Carolia – 59%; American Heart Association - 99%; American
Heart Society of Bismark –Not Rated; American Heart Society – 66% . Note the name similarity
among charities. Be sure to use the correct namewhen doing a charity search. The number shown is
the total amount of donations used to do their charitable work, expressed in percentages.

■ Top 10National Chain Sandwich Shops in the U.S. listed in best to worst order: 1 JerseyMukes, 2.
Publix Deli, 3. Au Bon Pain, 4. Jimmy John’s, 5. Firehouse Subs, 6. Pret aManger, 7. Potbelly Sandwich
Shop, 8.Schlotzsky’s, 9. Corner Bakery Café and 10.Atlanta Bread Company.

Source: https://www.mashed.com/454734/chain-sandwich-shops-ranked-from-worst-to-best/
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■Good andNot so Good Frozen Pizza Ratings: Editor’s Choice: Red Baron Classic Crust Four Cheese
Pizza; Best Tasting Crust; Amy’s Cheese Pizza; For Cheese Lovers: Screamin’ Scillian Bessies Revenge
Cheese Pizza; Best Thin Crust: Trader Joe’s PizzaMargherita; Cheesy In The Extreme:365 byWhole
FoodsMarket Thin Crust Pizza, Four Cheese; A Little Bland: Newman’s OwnThin & Crispy Crust
Margherita Pizza; Soggy Crust: DiGiorno Four Cheese Rising Crust Pizza. Per the tasting panel, the
first twowere the clear winners and themiddle twowere just OKwith the last three were at the very
bottom of the ratings.

Source:Consumer Reports, Aug. 2023 issue

JANUARY 2024 CONSUMER TIPS

■ ABit of Trivia!: Some years ago, wewent to Tuson for a week of golf with our golf group. We had
dinner at El Charro Café, the oldest operatingMexican Restaurant in town. I just saw a segment of
Andrew Zimmeran’s TV show, Bizarre Foods: Delicious Destinations and learned “TheHome of the
ChimichangaOur Legendary TiaMonica Flin, is well-known as "The Inventor of The Chimichanga."
While frying her now famous El Charro ground beef tacos, she accidentally dropped a burro into the
frying pan andwhen the oil splashed up shewas about to lash out a common Spanish cuss word
starting with "Ch" but because she was amongst her young nieces and nephews, changed it to
"Chimichanga", the equivalent of "thingamajig." Thankfully for all of us, Monica was a controlled and
creative cuss.

Source: Andrew Zimmerman TV Show

■ Tell Your Spouse/PartnerWhere Important Things are: Most of you are aware that my life
partner, Joyce, passed away earlier this year. Frommy own personal experience, I recommend and
urge you to share with your partner the location of important/critical documents and items, e.g.
Trust Documents,Wills, AdvancedHealth Directives, Vehicle Titles, Safety Deposit Lock Boxes,
Birth Certificates, Deeds, Passports, etc. Prepare those lists now –well in advance of when it may
be needed. In my case, we thought we hadmore time before she passed but it didn’t work out that
way. This resulted in serious difficulties for me as the legal process requiredme to furnish some of
these important documents. Fortunately, Our Financial Planner and Trust Attorney were helpful in
furnishing some of these documents. And under the same idea, prepare lists of things and their
location of items that are not in your wills that youwish to give to specific individual after death.
You never knowwhen or how quickly these itemsmight be required.

■ Trouble Sleeping?What you should know aboutMelatonin:
Whether you’re curious about melatonin or have already added it to your routine, there are

important things to know. Anupamjeet K. Sekhon,MD, a sleepmedicine doctor at Kaiser
Permanente’s Sleep Center in Fontana, California, answers some common questions about
melatonin.

What is melatonin and how does it work? Melatonin is a hormonemade by our brains. It
regulates a person’s circadian rhythm, the internal clock that tells the bodywhen to sleep andwake.
Melatonin isn’t produced during daylight hours. But as the sun sets and a person’s usual bedtime
nears, their brain begins tomakemelatonin. Asmelatonin levels rise, levels of the stress hormone
cortisol fall, and breathing slows. This tells the body that it’s time to wind down and prepare for
sleep. Synthetic melatonin is available without a prescription in gummies, pills, liquids, or patches.

Aremelatonin supplements sleeping pills? The production of melatonin depends on the time
of day and your internal clock. While melatoninmaymake you feel drowsy, it doesn’t have the same
effect as prescription sleepmedication. For example, it doesn’t force you into slumber soon after
you take it. "Melatonin supplements tell our body that it’s time to sleep, but they can’t put us to
sleep," says Dr. Sekhon, its effect depends onwhen you take it. So a dose of melatonin in themiddle
of the day isn’t a fast track to an afternoon nap.

When should people consider usingmelatonin? According to Dr. Sekhon, melatonin works
best for 2 sleep problems:

Jet lag:When a person travels, they can have trouble falling asleep because their internal
clock is out of sync with the local time zone.

Delayed sleep phase disorder: People with this sleep problem fall asleep 2 hours after
conventional bedtimes, usually after midnight. This makes it hard for them towake up early. "In
both of these cases, melatonin taken 2 hours before a desired bedtime can help people adjust their
sleep cycles," says Dr. Sekhon.
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Is melatonin safe? More research is needed to know the effects of long-termmelatonin use.
But short-term use seems to be safe. Melatonin isn’t addictive, but it may interact with certain
medications. So, talk to your doctor to learn if melatonin is right for you, especially if you’re
pregnant or breastfeeding.
Keep inmind that becausemelatonin is a supplement, it’s not as strictly regulated by the Food and
Drug Administration as other medications. To choose the right brand of melatonin, Dr. Sekhon
recommends looking for the GoodManufacturing Practice (GMP) or Good Laboratory Practice
(GLP) logos on labels. You can also look for the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) verifiedmark.

What’s the right dose for melatonin? To learn howmuchmelatonin to take, Dr. Sekhon says
it’s best to ask your doctor. But in general, she recommends a less-is-more approach. She suggests
that adults start with a dose of 1 to 3milligrams. For children, she recommends starting at 1
milligram and never usingmore than 3milligrams.

Source: Kaiser Permanente Newsletter

■Need aNewHome Printer? Consider purchasing aMonochrome Laser Printer! The following is
an excerpt from an article onmodern technology tools that appeared in our local newspaper
column. “Wewill start with the laser printer. I do think amodest (under $150) black-and-white
laser printer is often the best choice for home printing needs. They are fast, reliable and cheap to
run. For a long time, I had a black-and-white Brother laser printer that I bought on sale for under
$100, purchased out of frustration with high ink costs and ink-jet nozzles that clogged up andmade
spotty prints. I also had a high-end ink-jet for fine photographywork that used eight inks and could
print on 13-by-19 paper. I figured that if I wanted a color document, I could just put some plain
paper in my inkjet, and print mymoremundane documents with the laser printer. What I
discoveredwas I quickly adapted to only having black-and-white documents and I cannot
remember when or if I actually put any plain paper in my photo printer. If you or any other readers
are willing to give a laser printer a try, The Brother HL-L2300D is amodern successor tomy very
good printer of years ago. It sells for $119.99. brother-usa.com. Andwhat of a color laser printer?
They are pricey and youwill have four toner cartridges tomaintain. This is not a good option for the
occasional printer.

Source: Don Lindich, Sound Advice Columnist, San JoseMercury News
Note: I’ve been using a Brother Laser Printer HL-2270DW for about the last 5+ years. It is the
predecessor to the Brother Laser Printer mention above. I love it and it has been a Godsend on a
number of occasions! Last week, I needed to print out over 200+ pages (Will, AdvancedHealth
Care Directive and Family Trust originally filed in 2016) and another 175+ pages for the newly
created updatedWill and a new Survivor’s Trust. My Trust Attorney is inMarin County andwe
were going over these documents page by page on the phone. It worked flawlessly even though I
printed all those 400 pages on 2-sides. I’ve found single, standard Laser cartridges on Amazon (non-
O.E.M.) for as low as $25, each. I’ve also foundHigh-Capacity Laser
Cartridges for $32. The standard cartridges are rated at 2,600 print pages. The High-Capacity
cartridges are rated at 5,000 pages. The Standard Cartridges last me about 1 year in normal use. I
used to spend 3X – 4X for my former Ink Jet Printer and I never had to fuss with the clogging of the
ink jet and the laser is somuch faster!

■ The Local Dining Scene: There have been somemajor openings and closures in the East Bay.
Some are due to economic hardship brought on by Covid and others are simply the owners deciding
to retire.

Chinese Cantonese Food places have become somewhat far and few between. Most Chinese
restaurants now specialize in the Northern and Taiwanese cuisines. GumKuo, Dublin has
closed after over 10+ years in business and has now becomeGrand Café. They are owned by
the same family asMayflower Restaurant. Fortunately, their menu remains mainly
Cantonese style dishes!

China Village, Dublin, recently closed and is nowHong Kong Café. The previous business
wasmix of Cantonese and Szechwan cuisines. It’s nowHong Kong cuisine which is pretty
close to Cantonese. China Village had been in business for over 25+ years!

Albatross, Danville, was very popular andwas one of my favorites in the Tri Valley area. It’s
now Tides, a family owned/operated featuring upscale fresh seafood. I’m sad that Albatross
closed but I’m excited to have a real seafood restaurant in our local area.
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Thai House, Danville, has closed after 20+ years in business. The owners have retired. This
was the best Thai restaurant in the area! It is now Bungalow on Rose. It’s Thai food but
somewhatWesternized.

Fratello’s Ristorante, Livermore has relocated to a different location on Railroad Ave. just a
few steps down the street fromRange Life. It was previously located across the street from
Los Positas Golf Course and across the parking lot from, Cattlemen’s Steakhouse. Their new
site replaces a formerMexican Restaurant but I don’t know the name and I never dined
there, before.

DareDevil Dog, San Ramon, is a newHot Dog house. I was drawn to it because they have
Chicago Dogs on their menu and I happen to very fond of them. I tried their Chicago Dog but
it was not nearly as good as any of the street carts or brick &mortar dog houses in Chicago.
And at $10, it’s very expensive.

Myungrang Hotdog, Dublin, is a Korean Hot Dog franchise that recently opened in a small
mall. There is no indoor seating. There is seating while waiting for your orders. Offerings
includemany varietals of korean hot dogs with choices of cheeses, sausage types, toppings
on top of breading. However, don’t go here expecting a real hot dog. They’re really a Corn
Dog except they use rice flour for the coating with various condiments. I have no idea why
they chose to call themHot Dogs!

Zalla KababHouse hasmoved from their original site in the Danville Livery. It was a very
small place and they have now taken over the site of Cafe Attila in the samemall as Three Brothers
From China. The new location is much nicer, more refined and amuch larger space. The food is
primarily Persian. Themenu is Kababs and otherMediterranean dishes.

Diablo Taqueria, Danville, is located just South of the High School on the East side of San
Ramon Blvd. It has been a number of food businesses with none of them lasting very long. Now,
Danville finally has a good taqueria. Very fresh and tasty. I liked their Burritos.

Big Apple Pizza, San Ramon, has taken over the former site of Domino’s Pizza in the same
mini-mall as NewMoon Restaurant, CVS andWalmart Neighborhood Grocery Store. They offer
both thin and regular pizza crusts. I liked their thin crust. Their Extra-Large size is $42.

PizzaMyHeart, Dublin is next door to Habit Hamburger Grill. It replaces aMexican Fast
Food place. It’s in the samemall as Chucky Cheese. This place has a large, uniquemenu of different
pizzas. The Big Sur is my younger son’s favorite pizza. It has 40 Cloves of Roasted Garlic, Organic
Tomato Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni, Sausage, PortobelloMushrooms &GreenOnions.

■ ARelatively New Shopping website withmany various lines/types of merchandise at Very Low
Prices: If you like shopping for great buys, try Temu.com. They have a huge assortment of items at
incredibly low prices. Shipping is free as long as your order equals $10 ormore. Everything they
offer is from overseas, mostly fromChina. I’ve purchasedMen’s DiverWatches for less than $15
and they turned out to be very nice and look/operatemuch better than other brands costingmuch
muchmore. Shipping is prompt and returns for credit are not a problem. The only negative I have
found is a lack of instructions or explanatory literature.

■Do YouNeed an extra Burner or Hot Plate for table use? Consider purchasing an Induction Stove
or Burner. These are what you see on TV featuring a famous Chef demonstrating the cooking of
something live on the air. These have no live flame or hot electrical element. These require the use
of cookware that contain iron. The surface of the burner will remain cool to the touch. It’s only the
iron pot/pan that gets hot. These burners aremore efficient and the burner surface remains cool to
the touch. These induction units are faster than electric or gas burners. They are AC powered and
now cost well under $75 and are very portable. All you need is an AC 110 V – 120 V outlet nearby.

.


